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Solar system

1.1 The sun
Nearest star to the earth
Largest object in our solar system.
Ball of burning gases that give off light and heat.
Main source of energy.
Sunspots are “cool spots” on the sun’s surface.
Surface temperature is approximately 5 800 Kelvin 
(K).
Temperature of the core is approximately 15,6 
million K.



Solar system

1.2 Objects around the sun
A variety of objects revolve around the sun.

Objects revolving around 
the sun

Dwarf planets

Moons

Eight 
planets

Asteroids

Meteorites

Comets



Solar system
1.2.1 Planets
Planets do not give off light.  They reflect the light of 
the stars.
When is it a planet?
• Must revolve around the sun.
• Must possess enough mass so that gravity pulls it 

into a round shape.
• Must be able to keep its orbit clear.

The solar system looks like a flat disc..

Quick fact: Gravitational force keep all these objects 
in stable, predictable orbits around the sun



Solar system

Order of the planets in our solar system is (from 
closest to furthest from the sun):
• Mercury
• Venus
• Earth
• Mars
• Jupiter
• Saturn
• Uranus
• Neptune



Solar system
1.2.1.1 Mercury
Closest planet to the sun
Very heavy planet (consists mainly of iron
Mercury has a very thin atmosphere.
Highest temperature: approximately 430°C
Lowest temperature: approximately -180°C
It takes this planet 88 days to orbit the sun and 59 days 
to rotate on its own axis.
It does not have any moons.

Axle rotation: The rotation of a celestial body around its 
own axis.
Orbit: The “path” on which a celestial body revolves around 
the sun.



Solar system
1.2.1.2 Venus
Second planet in our solar system.
Similarities between Venus and the earth:
• similar size;
• consist of the same material;
• both have an atmosphere.
Atmosphere predominantly consists of carbon dioxide.
Does not have an ozone layer. A dry planet (due to UV rays)
Hottest planet in our solar system.
Many volcanoes on its surface.
Average temperature: approximately 467°C
Orbiting the sun takes 225 days and it takes 243 days to rotate 
about its own axis.
It has no moon.



Solar system

1.2.1.3 Earth
Orbiting the sun takes 365,25 days and it takes 24 
hours to rotate about its own axis.
The earth has only one moon.



Solar system

1.2.1.4 Mars
Planet with an ice cold desert
Dust storms which produce yellow dust clouds.
Mars also known as the “Red Planet” (surface=red)
Temperatures range from: 17°C to -87°C.
Orbiting the sun takes 687 days and rotation 
around its own axis takes 24,6 hours.
Mars has two moons named Deimos 
and Phobos.



Solar system

1.2.1.5 Jupiter
Largest planet in our solar system.
Known as a gas giant (as it doesn’t have any solid 
surfaces)
Very stormy planet.
“The eye of Jupiter” is actually a swirling storm.
Temperature: -125°C to 17°C
Orbiting the sun takes 4 332 days and Jupiter orbits its 
own axis every 9,8 hours.
Jupiter has 63 moons orbiting it.



Solar system

1.2.1.6 Saturn
Beautiful rings around it.
Gas giant, and is the second largest planet in our
solar system.
Mostly made up of hydrogen and helium (lightest 
elements in the universe).
Lightest planet in our solar system.
Average temperature: -185°C
Orbiting the sun takes 29,5 years and it rotates 
about its own axis every 10,5 hours.
Saturn has 53 moons.



Solar system

1.2.1.7 Uranus
Gas giant
It spins on its side.
Uranus has rings.
Average temperature: approximately -221°C
Orbiting the sun takes 84 years and it takes 
seventeen hours to rotate
around its own axis.
It has 27 moons.



Solar system

1.2.1.8 Neptune
Smallest of the four gas giants.
Has a large white cloud in its atmosphere.
Planet is very windy.
Average temperature: approximately -218°C
Orbiting the sun takes 164,8 years and rotation 
around it own axis
takes sixteen hours.
Six rings around the planet.
Has thirteen moons.


